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Linear response time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), which builds
upon configuration interaction singles (CIS) and TD-Hartree-Fock (TDHF), is the
most widely used class of excited state quantum chemistry methods and is often
employed to study photochemical processes. This paper studies the behavior of the
resulting excited state potential energy surfaces beyond the Coulson-Fisher (CF)
point in single bond dissociations, when the optimal reference determinant is spin-
polarized. Many excited states exhibit sharp kinks at the CF point, and connect to
different dissociation limits via a zone of unphysical concave curvature. In particular,
the unrestricted MS = 0 lowest triplet T1 state changes character, and does not
dissociate into ground state fragments. The unrestricted MS = ±1 T1 CIS states
better approximate the physical dissociation limit, but their degeneracy is broken
beyond the CF point for most single bond dissociations. On the other hand, the
MS = ±1 T1 TDHF states reach the asymptote too soon, by merging with the ground
state from the CF point onwards. Use of local exchange-correlation functionals causes
MS = ±1 T1 TDDFT states to resemble their unphysical MS = 0 counterpart. The
2 orbital, 2-electron model system of minimal basis H2 is analytically treated to
understand the origin of these issues, revealing that the lack of double excitations is
at the root of these remarkable observations. The behavior of excited state surfaces
is also numerically examined for species like H2, NH3, C2H6 and LiH in extended
basis sets.
a)These authors contributed equally to this work.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Linear-response time-dependent density functional theory1–4 (LR-TDDFT) is the most
widely used excited state technique at present. The popularity of LR-TDDFT (henceforth
simply referred to as TDDFT) is entirely a consequence of its computational affordability
(O(N2−3) cost versus molecule size4), which permits application to very large systems of
hundreds of atoms.5 Such species are well beyond the reach of more accurate wave function
theory approaches like equation of motion coupled cluster6,7, or complete active space self-
consistent field8 (CASSCF) combined with corrections that include dynamic correlation9,10.
At the same time, TDDFT is considerably more accurate than the corresponding Hartree-
Fock (HF) based wavefunction methods: specifically single excitation CI (CIS)11 and time-
dependent HF (TDHF)12, which neglect dynamic correlation entirely.
In practice, TDDFT is plagued with many potential sources of error, despite having
the potential to be formally exact1 like ground state DFT13. TDDFT errors can roughly
be viewed to originate from two sources: failure of the widely used adiabatic local den-
sity approximation3,4 (ALDA) and errors in the ground state DFT functional. The for-
mer generates large errors whenever the targeted state has large doubles (or higher or-
der) character14,15, but is not expected to be a major problem for (almost) purely single
excitations4. The latter remains a challenge despite the great accuracy of modern ground
state density functionals16–19, as TDDFT tends to dramatically augment relatively small
ground state failures. The resulting excited state predictions are therefore considerably less
reliable than the corresponding ground state calculations.
The most well known TDDFT failure is the systematic underestimation of excitation
energies for charge-transfer (CT) and Rydberg states, on account of delocalization error20–22
in the underlying functional4,23. While delocalization error is an issue for ground state
DFT as well, local exchange-correlation functionals predict a particularly poor description
of long ranged particle-hole interaction4,23 in the linear response limit. This becomes an
issue whenever an electron undergoes a large spatial shift on account of the excitation, as is
the case for CT or Rydberg states. The systematic underestimation (often on the order of
1-2 eV) can be mitigated (and sometimes over-corrected) via use of range separated hybrid
functionals with considerable amounts of nonlocal exchange24–28. By contrast, despite, or
rather because of being free of delocalization error, CIS is known to yield CT excitations
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that are too high, a result of lack of orbital relaxation.29
Another well-known failure of TDDFT stems from instability of the ground state Kohn-
Sham DFT (KS-DFT)30 solutions against mixing of occupied and virtual orbitals, which is
often induced by static correlation. Similarities between the matrix diagonalized to obtain
TDDFT excitation energies and the Hessian of the electronic energy against occupied-virtual
mixing31–34 ensures that a negative eigenvalue in the latter (indicating an unstable ground
state solution) often leads to a negative or imaginary “excitation” energy prediction by the
former4. A stable KS-DFT solution should not lead to such behavior, but sometimes ground
state stability can only be achieved via artificial breakdown of spatial or spin symmetry.
A classic example is the breakdown of spin symmetry in unrestricted KS (UKS) and UHF
calculations on closed-shell species, when single bonds are stretched beyond a point called
the Coulson-Fisher (CF) point35. Spin symmetry breaks on account of the lowest triplet
(T1) state mixing with the singlet ground (S0) state, and is consequently described as a
‘triplet instability’36. The resulting spin-polarization leads to lower energies overall, but the
corresponding asymmetric spin density cannot correspond to a spin-pure wave function. This
form of spin contamination in UKS is irrelevant in the dissociation limit as the S0 and T1 are
then degenerate. However, it has consequences at shorter separations around the CF point
where the fragment spins on the termini of the stretched bond are still partially coupled
to each other. Qualitative success of unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) in this regime37
nonetheless suggests that UKS methods could yield smooth, qualitatively acceptable ground
state potential energy surfaces (PES) for single bond dissociation, though some alarming
failures by widely used functionals have been reported recently38. UKS calculations also
guarantee size consistency in the ground state as the system energy at the single bond
dissociation limit is identical to sum of energies of isolated fragments.
It is possible to avoid spin contamination via using only spin-restricted (RKS) orbitals,
but this would result in an unstable ground state solution that has an artificially elevated
energy relative to the correct dissociation limit of isolated fragments (i.e. on account of ar-
tificial contamination from ionic dissociation products). Furthermore, TDDFT calculations
on unstable RKS solutions would result in negative or imaginary triplet excitation energies4.
The lowest TDDFT singlet excitation energy is also known to spuriously go to zero at the
dissociation limit for symmetric bonds when RKS orbitals are employed39. Overall, the
benefits of spin-polarization for the ground state are well-recognized, and the associated
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limitations are understood as a usually acceptable price for smoothly joining accurate so-
lutions at equilibrium (restricted) and dissociation (unrestricted spin-polarized). In wave
function theory, use of multiple individually optimized HF determinants40 as a basis for non-
orthogonal CI (NOCI)41 can go a long way towards restoring spin symmetry in both ground
and excited states42. A similar approach is possible in DFT43,44, although the off-diagonal
elements are not well-defined.
In this work, we explore the consequences of ground state spin-polarization in DFT
(and HF) for excited states computed by TDDFT (and TDHF/CIS). We focus on single
bond dissociations, beginning with the toy problem of H2 in a minimum basis for HF and
CIS/TDHF. We then move to more realistic basis sets in a variety of stretched single bond
systems, including TDDFT as well. A variety of interesting artifacts are found in these
results, which have their origins in the neglect of all double excitations, and in the link
between characterizing orbital (in)stability and excited states. We suspect that some of
these results have been seen by researchers before (some have been mentioned in Ref 45,
for instance), but we believe there is no careful study examining this issue in detail. The
results indicate that a great deal of caution is needed when using unrestricted orbitals for
TDDFT/TDHF/CIS (as well as related methods like CIS(D)46 or CC247) in closed shell
systems beyond the CF point!
II. A CONCISE SUMMARY OF TDDFT AND TDHF
A full derivation of the TDDFT equations involve application of time-dependent external
electric fields to ground state KS-DFT solutions and is well described in Ref. 4. We therefore
only briefly summarize the key results herein. Let the ground state KS determinant have
occupied spin orbitals φ{i,j,k,l...} and virtual (unoccupied) spin orbitals φ{a,b,c,d...} from a
general exchange-correlation functional Exc. Exc can contain orbital dependent terms like
HF exchange, as well as purely local contributions from the electron density ρ(~r) alone.
Furthermore, let us assume all orbitals are real valued. In the generalized Kohn-Sham
framework48, time dependent HF (TDHF) is the special case where Exc contains only 100%
exact exchange.
Under these circumstances, the TDDFT excitation energies {ω} are found via solving the
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following non-Hermitian generalized eigenvalue problem:A B
B A
X
Y
 = ω
1 0
0 −1
X
Y
 (1)
where the A and B matrices are:
Aia,jb = (a − i) δijδab + 〈ij|ab〉+ 〈ij| fxc |ab〉 (2)
Bia,jb = 〈ib|aj〉+ 〈ib| fxc |aj〉 (3)
p is the energy of orbital φp and the two electron integrals 〈ij|ab〉 and 〈ij| fxc |ab〉 are :
〈ij|ab〉 =
∫
d~r
∫
φi (~r)φj
(
~r′
) 1
|~r − ~r′|φa (~r)φb
(
~r′
)
d~r′ (4)
〈ij| fxc |ab〉 =
∫
d~r
∫
φi (~r)φj
(
~r′
) δ2Exc
δρ (~r) δρ
(
~r′
)φa (~r)φb (~r′) d~r′ (5)
The corresponding UKS stability conditions for real valued orbitals are that both A+B
and A−B be positive semidefinite32. The connection between stability and Eqn 1 becomes
clear when the latter is simplified to:
(A−B) (A+B) (X+Y) = ω2 (X+Y) (6)
A is typically much larger than B, since the former contains orbital energy differences
(that has mean-field one body contributions) that should be much larger than the purely two
body terms (which are the sole constituents of B) for KS-DFT to be viable for the ground
state4. The non-Hermitian nature of Eqn. 1 also leads to the possibility of complex eigenval-
ues if the stability conditions are violated. Partly for this reason, it has been suggested that
setting B = 0 should be a useful approximation. The resulting eigenvalue equation is simply
AX = ωX, and is called the Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TDA)49. This is roughly half
as expensive as full TDDFT and has the added benefit of only requiring diagonalization of
a Hermitian matrix, precluding any possibility of unphysical imaginary excitation energies.
TDDFT and TDA are also formally size-consistent4, making them appealing for studying
PESs. Indeed, it has been suggested that TDA is arguably more reliable than TDDFT for
explorations of PESs50!
The special case of Exc being purely the HF exchange functional for TDDFT and TDA
merits special attention. In this limit, both become pure wave function methods that can
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exist independent of KS-DFT. TDHF excitation energies in particular are connected to the
correlation energy within the random phase approximation (RPA)4. TDHF/TDA turns out
to be a configuration interaction (CI) method as:
Aia,jb = 〈Φai |H
∣∣Φbj〉− EHF (7)
i.e. Aia,jb is the matrix element of the molecular Hamiltonian H between two singly excited
determinants
∣∣Φbj〉 and |Φai 〉, minus the energy EHF of the HF ground state reference |Ψ〉 .
Since 〈Φai |H |Φ〉 = 0 from Brillouin’s theorem37, we have
H =
EHF 0
0 A+ EHF1
 (8)
within the Hilbert space spanned by the reference determinant and all single excitations.
Consequently, the TDHF/TDA excitation energies are differences between EHF and other
eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian, which is exactly configuration interaction with all single
(CIS) substitutions from the HF determinant11. CIS is therefore a simple and well-behaved
member of the TDDFT family of methods. The density overlocalizing tendency of ground
state HF however prevents it from attaining quantitative accuracy even for single excitations,
leading to errors on the order of 1-2 eV,4 especially in the form of systematic overestimation
for CT excitation energies4 (in contrast to TDDFT).
III. SPIN-FLIPPING EXCITATIONS WITHIN TDDFT/TDHF
Eqn 7 offers a physical interpretation of the indices ia and jb as representations of excita-
tions from occupied spin orbital φi to virtual spin orbital φa and from occupied spin orbital
φj to virtual spin orbital φb, respectively. This interpretation can be generalized beyond CIS
to TDHF and even to TDDFT, despite the fictitious nature of KS orbitals.
Labeling each occupied-virtual pair by their spins alone (i.e. αα, αβ etc.) and integrating
out spin degrees of freedom in Eqn 2, we find that the structure of the A matrix is :
A =

Aαα,αα Aαα,ββ 0 0
Aββ,αα Aββ,ββ 0 0
0 0 Aαβ,αβ 0
0 0 0 Aβα,βα
 (9)
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This leaves
AMS=0 =
Aαα,αα Aαα,ββ
Aββ,αα Aββ,ββ
 (10)
as the spin-conserving, MS = 0 block, since the spin of the occupied electron being excited
to a virtual orbital does not change. On the other hand, Aαβ,αβ and Aβα,βα represent spin-
flipping MS = ∓1 blocks, as they depict the transition from an α occupied to a β virtual
and the reverse, respectively. Similarly, we find that:
B =

Bαα,αα Bαα,ββ 0 0
Bββ,αα Bββ,ββ 0 0
0 0 0 Bαβ,βα
0 0 Bβα,αβ 0
 (11)
It can immediately be seen that the spin-conserving block
BMS=0 =
Bαα,αα Bαα,ββ
Bββ,αα Bββ,ββ
 (12)
is independent of the spin-flipping block, like AMS=0. Standard TDDFT/TDHF procedures
typically focus only on the spin-conserving block, as the eigenvalues obtained from the spin-
conserving block alone are a subset of the exact solutions to the full Eqn 6. The spin-flipping
block nonetheless does contain physical content, and is essential for obtaining states with
different MS than the reference. For instance, the MS = ±1 triplets for a molecule with a
singlet ground state can only be obtained from the spin-flipping block, while the MS = 0
state can be obtained from the spin-conserving block. It is also worth noting that the spin-
flipping blocks of the A and B matrices are involved in determining whether UHF solutions
are stable against spin-flipping orbital rotations to Generalized HF (GHF) solutions32.
Excluding the spin-conserving MS = 0 block that perfectly separates from the rest, we
have Eqn 1 reduce to:
Aαβ,αβ 0 0 Bαβ,βα
0 Aβα,βα Bβα,αβ 0
0 Bαβ,βα Aαβ,αβ 0
Bβα,αβ 0 0 Aβα,βα


Xαβ
Xβα
Yαβ
Yβα
 = ω

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1


Xαβ
Xβα
Yαβ
Yβα
 (13)
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This again can be separated into two independent blocks:Aβα,βα Bβα,αβ
Bαβ,βα Aαβ,αβ
Xβα
Yαβ
 = ω
1 0
0 −1
Xβα
Yαβ
 (14)
Aαβ,αβ Bαβ,βα
Bβα,αβ Aβα,βα
Xαβ
Yβα
 = ω
1 0
0 −1
Xαβ
Yβα
 (15)
The indices in Eqn 15 can be rearranged to yield:Aβα,βα Bβα,αβ
Bαβ,βα Aαβ,αβ
Yβα
Xαβ
 = ω
−1 0
0 1
Yβα
Xαβ
 (16)
which is nearly identical in structure to Eqn 14, save a sign. It is therefore evident that Eqns
14 and 15 share the same eigenvectors, and the corresponding eigenvalues differ only by a
sign. Although only positive eigenvalues (i.e. excitation energies) have physical meaning,
the negative eigenvalues of Eqn 14 yield the positive eigenvalues of Eqn 15, and so it suffices
to fully solve Eqn 14 alone to have all the excitation energies from the spin flipping block.
Physically, this can be interpreted as energies for all de-excitations with MS = 1 being
the negative of excitation energies with MS = −1 (and vice versa). TDA/CIS here is
trivially achieved by diagonalizing the independent MS = ±1 blocks Aβα,βα and Aαβ,αβ
blocks separately.
An important difference between the spin-flipped blocks arising from HF and typical KS
solutions also merits a mention. To linear response, spin-flipping excitations only affect the
off-diagonal Pαβ/Pβα blocks of the one particle density matrix P, and consequently do not
affect the electron density at all. Collinear exchange-correlation kernels fxc will therefore
have zero contribution from the local component of the exchange-correlation functional. In
other words, matrix elements involving fxc will be zero in the spin-flipping block for purely
local functionals like PBE51, and only contributions from HF exchange will count for hybrid
functionals like PBE052 or LRC-ωPBEh53. This means that the local exchange-correlation
contribution to Eqn. 2 via orbital energy differences will go uncorrected in KS theory, which
(as we will demonstrate) leads to unusual behavior for MS = ±1 solutions for TDDFT/TDA
relative to CIS. Furthermore, there will be no contributions from local exchange-correlation
terms to the B matrix within the spin-flip block, rendering TDA identical to full TDDFT
for local functionals.
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IV. CIS AND TDHF FOR STRETCHED H2 IN A MINIMUM BASIS.
FIG. 1: All possible Slater determinants for minimal basis H2 for both restricted (R) and
(dissociation-limit) spin-polarized unrestricted (U) solutions to the ground state
determinant (0). Aside from the ground state, the four possible single (S) substitutions,
and the one double (D) substitution are also depicted.
Let us first consider the instructive toy model of minimal basis (STO-3G)54 H2, which
contains 2 spatial orbitals and 2 electrons. Six determinants are consequently possible, and
are illustrated in Fig. 1. The MS = 0 subspace has four determinants and the MS = ±1
subspaces have one each. These determinants can be formed from either restricted (R) or
unrestricted spin-polarized (U) orbitals. The R orbitals are bonding (σ) and antibonding
(σ∗) respectively, while the U orbitals at dissociation are atomic orbitals (1sA and 1sB).
Exact full configuration interaction (FCI) is invariant to the choice of orbitals, but HF and
TDHF/CIS show critical differences between the R and U cases.
FCI in the rank-4 MS = 0 manifold yields three singlets and a triplet at all possible
distances. At equilibrium, these states are (roughly) a |σσ¯〉 singlet ground state (X1Σg), a
|σ∗σ¯∗〉 doubly excited singlet (A1Σg), along with a singlet (1Σu) and a triplet (3Σu) resulting
from linear combinations of the single excitations |σσ¯∗〉 and |σ∗σ¯〉. The two additional states
with MS = ±1 complete the triplet manifold. In the dissociation limit, the lowest 1Σg state
and 3Σu become degenerate, arising from the four possible ways in which the spins on two
isolated H atoms can couple. There are also two degenerate (1Σg and
1Σu) higher energy
charge transfer (CT) states corresponding to superpositions of −H· · ·H+ and +H· · ·H−.
It is instructive to consider the behavior of HF/CIS against this exact behavior. At
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internuclear distances smaller than the CF point, the stable HF ground state is |σσ¯〉 (as seen
in Fig. 1) and has no spin-polarization. There are 2 possible MS = 0 single substitutions
(|σσ¯∗〉 and |σ∗σ¯〉, as shown in Fig. 1), which arise from σ → σ∗ transitions. Diagonalizing
the CIS Hamiltonian therefore gives a singlet and a triplet state (which are positive and
negative linear combinations of |σσ¯∗〉 and |σ∗σ¯〉 with equal weights). The MS = ±1 states
(which are degenerate with the MS = 0 triplet) complete the triplet manifold. The situation
corresponds very well to FCI (indeed, the 1Σu and
3Σu levels are exact), save the absence of
the doubly excited singlet, which is beyond the scope of a ‘singles-only’ method like CIS.
Let us now consider the (unrestricted) dissociation limit. The stable UHF ground state
has an electron localized on each atom (lower panel of Fig. 1), and is spin-contaminated
(equal parts singlet and triplet). This spin-polarized UHF state is energetically preferred
over RHF due to the absence of spurious ionic (CT) contributions37 in the former, which
make up 50% of the wave function in the latter. There are two MS = 0 single substitutions
(Fig. 1) which are singlet with CT character (i.e. H− · · ·H+ and H+ · · ·H−). These two
singly excited CT determinants are noninteracting, making them UCIS eigenstates which
exactly match the FCI CT states. The remaining singles are the covalent MS = ±1 states,
which also match FCI. So, at dissociation, UCIS is exact for the MS = ±1 components of
the FCI triplet, but entirely fails to describe the MS = 0 sub-level of the state! A portion
of the MS = 0 triplet survives via mixing with the ground state to induce spin polarization,
while the remainder lies in the omitted doubly excited D determinant.
The complete FCI PESs are shown in Fig. 2b, which can be compared against the
HF/CIS results in Fig. 2a. The FCI T1 surface is nonbonding, and the energy decreases
monotonically with internuclear separation r. As already discussed above, the RCIS T1
is exact. However, spin polarization in the UHF ground state leads to a very sharp and
unphysical kink in the UCIS MS = 0 T1 state at the CF point (spuriously suggesting a local
minimum), followed by a monotonic rise in energy to the CT dissociation limit, versus the
desired neutral atom limit. This state therefore changes character from triplet at the CF
point to CT singlet as dissociation approaches, consistent with the analysis given above. In
contrast, the UCIS MS = ±1 components of the T1 state remain exact.
Additional insight into the curves can be gained by monitoring spin-polarization in the
stable UHF determinant, |ΦU〉 = 2−1/2 det
{|A〉 ∣∣B¯〉}, via a parameter θ ∈ [0, pi
4
]
for orbital
mixing. Here |A〉 = |σ〉 cos θ + |σ∗〉 sin θ and |B〉 = |σ〉 cos θ − |σ∗〉 sin θ. Thus θ = 0 for
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FIG. 2: HF and CIS PESs of H2 in the minimal basis, based on the stable determinant
(i.e. RHF for r < rCF, and spin polarized UHF for r ≥ rCF) compared to exact FCI (which
is CISD). The MS = 0 UCIS T1 state has a pronounced kink at the CF point and
subsequently ascends to the CT dissociation limit. However, the MS = ±1 T1 states
continue on to the proper dissociation limit of neutral atoms in the ground state.
r < rCF (RHF regime), and θ =
pi
4
at the dissociation limit (as described in Sec 3.8.7 of Ref
37). Consequently, ground state 〈S2〉 = sin2 2θ, which shows monotonic change from a pure
singlet (〈S2〉 = 0 for θ = 0) at r = rCF to equal singlet-triplet mixture (〈S2〉 = 1 for θ = pi4 )
at the dissociation limit. Similarly, the MS = 0 UCIS T1 state has 〈S2〉 = 2 cos2 2θ, and
thus begins as a pure triplet (〈S2〉 = 2 for θ = 0), followed by spin polarization past the CF
point to be a singlet-triplet mixture, and ultimately becomes a pure singlet at dissociation
(〈S2〉 = 0 for θ = pi
4
), showing a complete change of character. In contrast, the spin-polarized
continuation of the MS = ±1 components of the RCIS triplet remain exact (and smooth)
beyond the CF point because they are already exact as single determinants.
Likewise, the lowest singlet S1 surface is exact, smoothly changing from a valence to CT
excited state. It has 〈S2〉 = 0 for all θ, and therefore has no triplet character. It therefore
appears that the continuation of the T1 state is mixing only with the doubly excited S2 state
beyond the CF point in the minimal basis picture.
It is also instructive to consider the behavior of TDHF proper to see how the inclusion
of the B matrix affects CIS results. Fig 3a reveals that the TDHF states show essentially
the same general picture as CIS within the spin-conserving MS = 0 block. The kink in the
11
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FIG. 3: TDHF excited states for minimal basis H2 (〈S2〉 values correspond to the
corresponding CIS states). The MS = ±1 CIS solution is also supplied for comparison.
T1 state is even more pronounced, as the surface effectively funnels down to the ground
state (i.e. zero excitation energy) at the CF point, before an even more steep ascent to
the incorrect dissociation limit. This is a consequence of A + B having a zero eigenvalue
at the CF point due to onset of spin-polarization induced instability, which leads to a zero
eigenvalue for Eqn. 6. The S1 state also has a weak kink in the CF point (unlike the
case of CIS, where it was exact), but both excited states go to the exact CT dissociation
limit. Overall, the performance of full TDHF is somewhat worse than the already poor
performance of CIS, consistent with earlier observations50.
The behavior of TDHF in the spin-flip blocks is quite distinct, as made evident by Fig 3b.
The spin-flip T1 states are degenerate with the spin-conserving one prior to spin-polarization,
going to the expected zero excitation energy at the CF point and exhibiting a derivative
discontinuity therein. They however subsequently remain degenerate with the UHF ground
state (i.e. have zero excitation energy). An analytic proof for the zero spin-flip TDHF
excitation energy for this toy model is supplied in the Appendix. A more general argument
however can be derived from GHF stability theory. The direction of the spin-density in-
duced by the spin-polarization is arbitrary within GHF theory (unlike in UHF where it is
constrained to be along the z direction), and therefore orbital rotations that break Sˆx and
Sˆy symmetries do not have any associated energy barrier or restoring force
55. Consequently,
the GHF stability Hessian32 has two zero eigenvalues corresponding to these orbital rotation
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normal modes. These lead to four zero eigenvalues in Eqn 1355 and two zero eigenvalues in
Eqn 14. These 0 eigenvalues are natural continuations of the pre-CF point T1 curves and
consequently can be viewed as T1 excitation energies even beyond the CF point .
Let us briefly summarize this minimal basis H2 story of disaster and success beyond the CF
point. The UHF ground S0 state separates correctly with spin-polarization. However, spin-
polarization causes the CIS T1 to separate correctly only in the MS = ±1 sub-levels, while
the MS = 0 sub-level becomes a CT singlet at separation. The CIS S1 state however remains
exact. TDHF further worsens the CIS reuslts, with the MS = 0 T1 solution possessing a
more pronounced kink that spuriously connects it to the S0 state. A kink is also induced
in the previously perfect S1 state. TDHF within the spin-flip block reveals that while the
T1 states remain degenerate with the MS = 0 solution until the CF point, they separate
afterwards, with the continuations of the spin-flip T1 states becoming degenerate with the
UHF ground state post-spin polarization.
V. STRETCHED H2 IN A LARGER BASIS.
We next consider the behavior of the singlet and triplet excited states (and their con-
tinuations past the CF point) for the larger aug-cc-pVTZ basis, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5
respectively. Both singlet and triplet surfaces are significantly impacted by the CF point.
Fig 4a shows that there is a sudden increase in energy for the singlet surfaces right beyond
the CF point, with a clear first derivative discontinuity at r = rCF. All depicted singlets
develop some spin contamination as well (though any purely CT state would not have this
issue). A comparison to exact surfaces in Fig 4a seems to suggest that all the affected states
switch over to entirely new asymptotic regimes relative to their initial trajectory prior to the
CF point, often accompanied by a dramatic change in the PES curvature. Spin polarization
therefore seems to connect two distinct surfaces beyond the CF point, via the kink.
Similar behavior is observed for the low lying MS = 0 triplet surfaces (Fig. 5a), where
shallow minima are effectively deepened relative to the dissociation limit via spin polariza-
tion. The MS = 0 T1 state shows artifacts that resemble those seen in the minimal basis,
slowly losing triplet character to become a CT state at intermediate separation. At long
separations, it again spin polarizes to form an excited state localized on a single H atom
with 〈S2〉 = 1, which is lower in energy than the CT state. All character of the exact T1
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(a) UCIS
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FIG. 4: Low lying CIS singlet excited state PESs of H2 in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis
compared to exact results. Small state crossing induced discontinuities might be present on
the top surface. The UCIS singlet states are spin-contaminated beyond the CF point, but
their analytical continuation is still followed to the dissociation limit. The S0 ground state
has not been depicted, for clarity.
state (where both electrons are essentially on linear combinations of 1s orbitals) is conse-
quently erased. In contrast, Fig 5b shows that the MS = ±1 T1 states remain qualitatively
acceptable in larger basis sets and go to the correct dissociation limit. Higher energy triplets
still have a kink at the CF point on account of spin polarization, and there is not much im-
provement in energy relative to MS = 0 subspace (cf. Fig 5a), despite the states now being
perfectly spin pure. The dramatic improvement in the quality of the T1 state is nonetheless
very promising, as it is often the principal actor in photodissociation.
It is worth noting that the RCIS singlet and triplet surfaces (depicted in Figs. 4b and
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(a) UCIS MS = 0.
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FIG. 5: The CIS triplet excited state PESs of H2 in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis compared to
exact results. Small state crossing induced discontinuities might be present on the top
surface. The UCIS MS = 0 triplet states are spin-contaminated beyond the CF point, but
their analytical continuation is still followed to the dissociation limit.
5c respectively) are smooth, and appear to be mostly physical in comparison to the exact
surfaces, despite being somewhat higher in energy (especially in the dissociation limit) due
to missing correlation. It also appears that many excited states are slower to reach their
asymptotic limits (relative to UCIS/FCI), as evidenced by relatively large slopes at even 5 A˚
separation. This could be a consequence of CT character of the RHF reference being carried
over to the excited states, as CT state energies asymoptotically decay as r−1 (vs valence
excitation energies, which decay exponentially to the asymptotic limit, like the fragment
wave function overlap). This is however difficult to characterize for H2 as there is no net
charge transfer, and only a two electron property (like a pair distribution function) would
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therefore be able to reveal whether the excited RCIS states have spurious CT character like
the RHF reference. The T1 state however asymptotes at a reasonable rate and appears to
reach close to the correct dissociation limit of independent ground state H atoms (though
is too high in energy by 0.47 eV). The qualitatively acceptable performance of the RCIS T1
excited state however comes at the cost of a severely compromised RHF S0 ground state,
where spurious CT contributions drive it above the T1 state by 0.21 a.u. (5.7 eV) at the
dissociation limit!
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(a) MS = 0 block.
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FIG. 6: TDHF excited state PESs of H2 in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The states have been
labeled with the 〈S2〉 of the corresponding CIS state. The MS = ±1 CIS state has also
been supplied as a reference.
Moving on to TDHF, Fig 6a shows that the MS = 0 TDHF energy surfaces look similar
to the CIS ones shown earlier in Figs 4a and 5a. The quality of the T1 surface is worse, as
was the case for the minimal basis. Fig 6b shows that the MS = ±1 T1 TDHF solutions
become degenerate with the UHF S0 state past the CF point, as was the case with minimal
basis as well. The MS = ±1 higher excited states however are very similar to those obtained
from CIS, including kinks at the CF point. Restricted orbitals offer no benefits for TDHF,
as the instability in the RHF solution beyond the CF point causes the T1 excitation energy
to become imaginary (via Eqn 6). The dissociation limit S1 excitation energy is also known
to spuriously go to zero for H2, and for all other symmetric bond dissociations
39. Use of full
TDHF (TDDFT) is therefore unlikely to lead to any qualitative improvements for excited
state PESs around and beyond the CF point, relative to CIS (TDA).
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(b) LRC-ωPBEh
FIG. 7: TDDFT/TDA (within the MS = 0 subspace) for stretched H2/ aug-cc-pVTZ.
The observations discussed so far stem from the general formalism of TDDFT versus any
specific issues with the HF functional. It therefore seems that CIS/TDHF results should
be transferable to other density functionals, with minor adjustments. We demonstrate this
by providing TDDFT/TDA PES for the local PBE51 and range separated hybrid LRC-
ωPBEh53 functionals (within the MS = 0 subspace) in Fig. 7. We can see that the rapid
increase beyond the CF point is somewhat less steep for non T1 states in these cases, but
this is solely on the account of the CF point occurring at longer r due to presence of dynamic
correlation.
The behavior for the spin-flipped block in TDDFT/TDA is interesting, on account of
the lack of local exchange-correlation contributions to the fxc kernel in the spin-flipped
block. Fig. 8 depicts the T1 state obtained from the MS = ±1 subspaces, along with the
S0 state and MS = 0 T1, for PBE, LRC-ωPBEh and HF/CIS. An important difference
is evident prior to the onset of spin-polarization: the MS = ±1 triplets predicted by the
two density functionals are not degenerate with the MS = 0 triplet, as should be the case
in exact quantum mechanics (and as is the case in CIS till the CF point). The lack of
degeneracy between the different subspaces in TDDFT/TDA even prior to spin-polarization
in the reference is due to the lack of the local exchange-correlation contributions to fxc.
Beyond the CF point, the TDDFT/TDAMS = ±1 T1 states start mimicking the behavior
of their MS = 0 counterpart, in sharp contrast to CIS. The MS = ±1 T1 surfaces display a
sharp kink and rapid rise in energy to a dissociation limit that is non-degenerate with the S0
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FIG. 8: T1 surfaces within the MS = ±1 and MS = 0 manifolds, as predicted by
TDDFT/TDA. The MS = ±1 states are spin pure (i.e. are purely green) while the MS = 0
state shows spin-polarization past the CF point. The ground UKS/UHF S0 state is also
supplied for comparison.
state (as can be seen from Figs. 8a and 8b). The origin of this behavior can be understood
from the form of Eqn 2. For a local functional like PBE, the fxc contribution is zero.
Simultaneously, i and a have different spins (as do j and b), voiding the 〈ij|ab〉 term. The
spin-flip block of A therefore becomes a purely diagonal matrix of orbital energy differences,
and all excitation energies correspond to those diagonal elements. The non-degeneracy
between the α HOMO and the β LUMO (or vice versa) is nearly always guaranteed on
account of the spin-polarized UKS potential they experience (even if the spatial orbitals are
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identical, as is the case for dissociation limit H2). Consequently, the excitation energy cannot
exactly become zero and the T1 surface has to unphysically distort to accommodate this
incorrect asymptotic behavior. The same general behavior applies to even hybrid functionals.
Consequently, we conclude that the spin-flipped block yields physical T1 surfaces only for
CIS.
VI. EXAMPLES FOR OTHER SYSTEMS
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(a) NH3/aug-cc-pVTZ along N-H stretch.
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(b) C2H6/aug-cc-pVDZ along C-C stretch.
FIG. 9: Ground and CIS excited states for larger species, within the MS=0 subspace.
A. MS = 0 subspace
Fig. 9 shows the behavior of MS = 0 UCIS for larger systems like the polar NH3 and
nonpolar ethane molecules. We see kinks appear at the CF point as well, along with dramatic
jumps in many energy surfaces. The continuation of the T1 state also does not go to
the ground state dissociation limit. This indicates that our conclusions in the preceding
subsection transfer to systems larger than H2 as well, where more exact methods are no
longer computationally affordable.
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Fragment ∆αβ
Li 0.0014
Na 0.0022
CH3 0.2504
C2H5 0.2724
SiH3 0.0884
NH2 0.2702
TABLE I: Degeneracy error (in eV) predicted by CIS for going from MS = ±12 to
MS = ∓12 , for various radical fragments.
B. MS = ±1 subspaces
CIS within the MS = ±1 subspaces was effective in producing reasonable T1 surfaces
for H2 (as can be seen from Fig 5b). This state of affairs however does not generalize
to more complex systems, especially when polar bonds are involved. Let us now consider a
hypothetical system where an A–B bond is stretched, with the unpaired α electron localizing
on fragment A while the unpaired β electron localizes on fragment B. To access the T1 state
with MS = 1, we would need to flip the unpaired β electron on B to an α virtual orbital.
The resulting state however would have a B fragment with MS =
1
2
but orbitals optimized
for MS = −12 configuration (i.e the unrestricted fragment ground state). Other spin-flip
excitations can mimic some orbital rotation effects, but aside from the trivial case of B
being H, the resulting state is thus higher in energy than the unrestricted ground state
that has B with MS = −12 and self-consistent orbitals, leading to the T1 state going to an
incorrect dissociation limit. Essentially, while there exists no energetic penalty for flipping
a spin to go from MS = ±12 to MS = ∓12 in exact quantum mechanics, the same is not
true for CIS. Table I supplies some representative values of the error in the CIS spin-flip
energies (which we call ∆αβ) for going from MS = ±12 to MS = ∓12 , which are small if the
species in question is H like (i.e., alkali metals, that have one valence electron atop a noble
gas core) but can be substantial if the unpaired electron has other occupied orbitals close to
it in energy (like CH3 or NH2).
This spurious degeneracy error can manifest itself in three different manners for systems
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more complex than H2 (assuming the direction of spin polarization is consistent).
1. For A-H bond dissociations, the subspace including spin inversion on H will have a
T1 state that becomes degenerate with the unrestricted S0 state. The other branch
(which includes spin inversion on A) has a T1 state that remains above the correct
dissociation limit by ∆Aαβ. An example of this can be seen in Fig 10a, for NH3.
2. For A-A bond dissociations, both subspaces will yield degenerate solutions on account
of symmetry. However, both T1 solutions will be above S0 by ∆
A
αβ in the asymptotic
limit.
3. For A-B bond dissociations where B 6=H, the two subspaces will yield different T1
energies past the CF point, that remain distinct from the unrestricted ground state
energy by ∆Aαβ and ∆
B
αβ in the dissociation limit.
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FIG. 10: T1 predicted by CIS for all three possible MS. The spin-polarization consistently
placed the down spin on the H, so only the MS = 1 branch is asymptotically degenerate
with the UHF ground state.
An additional feature for asymmetric bond dissociations is that the higher energy CIS
solutions for the different MS are only degenerate up to the CF point, and subsequently move
apart, going to quite distinct roots of different character in the dissociation limit. Consider
the LiH molecule (as depicted in Fig 10b). If we place the unpaired α electron on Li during
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spin-polarization, then excitations to the MS = −1 subspace contain only local excitations
on Li but not on H. Similarly, excitations to the MS = 1 subspace capture local excitations
on H , but not Li (barring very high energy core excitations). Similar considerations apply
to CT transitions-it would be impossible to obtain a transfer of electron from H to Li in the
MS = −1 subspace, while only the core Li electron could be excited to H in the MS = 1. The
individual MS = ±1 subspaces therefore contain complementary information for asymmetric
bond dissociations.
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FIG. 11: Triplet states predicted by TDHF for the spin-flip block. Some CIS states are
provided for comparison, as is the UHF ground state.
The spin-flip TDHF solutions remain degenerate with the MS = 0 solution till the CF
point and then branch away. The T1 states merge with the S0 ground state beyond the CF
point (as can be seen from Fig. 11), yielding zero excitation energy—just like minimal basis
H2. The higher excited states however resemble the corresponding CIS states, and show
similar branching behavior (as can be seen from Fig 11a).
An interesting side consequence of the spin-flip T1 states merging with the S0 state is that
the ∆αβ induced degeneracy error in CIS is completely absent in TDHF. Indeed, calculations
on open-shell radical fragments (with MS =
1
2
) show that ∆αβ = 0 in general. This can
be viewed as a consequence explicit orbital response terms contained within the B matrix.
An alternative interpretation draws upon the GHF stability argument given earlier in Sec.
IV, by noting that direction of the spin on the open-shell fragment is itself arbitrary within
GHF, and so there should not be any energetic cost for rotation to a different spin direction.
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FIG. 12: RHF S0 and RCIS excited states for larger species.
C. RCIS
Figs 12a and 12b show RCIS excited state PESs for NH3 and C2H6 respectively. The T1
surfaces in both cases appear to reach reasonable dissociation limits, which are nonetheless
considerably below the S0 RHF dissociation limit (on account of spurrious CT contributions
in the latter). It is nonetheless worth noting that the asymptotic T1 energies are above
the dissociation limit of independent fragments by ≈ 0.5 eV (a more complete listing given
in Table II). The T1 surfaces are also not monotonically decreasing (as is physically ex-
pected) but rather have small local minima with depths of ≈ 6 kJ/mol or so relative to the
dissociation limits.
A comparison of Fig 12 with Fig 9 also shows that at longer separations, the RCIS
surfaces are a lot less flat relative to the UCIS ones. This is likely on account of spurious
CT character in the excited states, which is confirmed by examining the dipole moments
of RCIS excited states of NH3 at 50 A˚. Aside from the T1 state (which is nearly fully
covalent), nine out of the ten lowest lying excited states have dipole moments in excess
of 100 D, suggesting a fractional charge of ≈ 0.4 on fragments. Similar behavior is seen
for LiH/aug-cc-pVTZ at 50 A˚ separation, indicating that this is not an unsual occurance
for polar bonds. Interestingly, many excited state dipoles indicate charge transfer in the
direction contrary to expectations based on electronegativity (i.e. Li−δH+δ vs the expected
Li+δH−δ), which is likely a consequence of CIS attempting to reverse the CT contamination
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Bond Asymptotic T1 energy (in eV)
H—H 0.47 (0.47)
Li—H 0.60 (0.60)
Na—H 0.63 (0.63)
CH3—CH3 0.50 (0.67)
C2H5—H 0.78 (0.87)
SiH3—H 0.54 (0.58)
NH2—H 0.55 (0.62)
TABLE II: Asymptotic T1 energies (relative to ROHF independent fragments) predicted
by RCIS for dissociation of A—B bonds. The T1 energies relative to UHF fragments are
given in parentheses.
in the RHF reference, but ultimately overcorrecting due lack of complete orbital response56.
There is no net excited state dipole moment for low lying excited states of C2H6 because of
the non-polar nature of the dissociating bond, but CT contributions are nonetheless present
in both the reference and excited states, leading to incorrect asymptotic behavior of PESs.
In general therefore, RCIS yields reasonable T1 surfaces, but higher excited states often have
substantial CT contamination on account of the RHF reference.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have characterized TDDFT excited states (as well as those predicted
by the related TDHF and CIS methods) for single bond dissociation, concentrating on the
region beyond the Coulson-Fischer point where the ground state spin polarizes. We find that
spin-polarization in the stable UKS (UHF) state beyond the CF point leads to disappearance
of the initial MS = 0 T1 state at long internuclear separations. This is a consequence of the
unrestricted excited state corresponding to the MS = 0 T1 having opposite spin-polarization
than the ground state and is subsequently a double excitation away, despite being low lying
in energy (and formally degenerate with the ground state at the dissociation limit). Kinks
at the CF point are observed in many other excited state surfaces, along with spuriously
elevated dissociation limits and unphysical curvature. It in fact appears that the spin-
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polarization zone just beyond the CF point connects what should naturally be two different
surfaces via a a rapidly increasing concave segment.
In CIS, triplet solutions solutions within the spin-flip MS = ±1 subspaces are non-
degenerate with the standard MS = 0 subspace beyond the CF point. The MS = ±1 T1
states roughly reach the correct dissociation limit for T1. They are however non-degenerate
past the CF point (or do not become exactly asymptotically degenerate with the ground S0
state) due to insufficient orbital relaxation effects in CIS, for most single bond dissociation
processes. The TDHF spin-flipped T1 states are exactly degenerate with the UHF S0 ground
state beyond the CF point. These spin-flipping subspaces exhibit less desirable behavior
when a functional with any local exchange-correlation contribution is employed. The shapes
of theMS = ±1 T1 state surfaces predicted by typical TDDFT/TDA resemble the unphysical
MS = 0 T1 surface.
We note that restricted CIS yields reasonable T1 surfaces, despite the incorrect ground
state dissociation limit solution. Of course, full TDDFT (or TDHF) on RHF/RKS solutions
beyond the CF point is unwise on account of unphysical complex (or vanishing) excitation
energies. Even for CIS, it must be noted that higher energy RCIS excited states, while
smooth in contrast to their UCIS counterparts, tend to have significant amounts of spurious
CT contamination, suggesting this approach has limited applicability and should be viewed
with caution. If the spurious ionic terms in the ground state can be reduced, such as via
approximate coupled cluster methods, the resulting restricted excited states will be more
useful. Alternatively, some type of non-orthogonal CI41,42 could be employed to make the
unrestricted methods useful, and the recently proposed holomorphic HF extensions57 look
promising in this regard.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All calculations were performed with the Q-Chem 5.258 package. Local exchange-
correlation integrals were calculated over a radial grid with 99 points and an angular
Lebedev grid with 590 points for all atoms. All internal coordinates other than the stretch
of the dissociating bond were held frozen at equilibrium configuration for polyatomic species
(e.g. CH3—CH3 dissociates into unrelaxed trigonal pyramidal CH3 radicals instead of
relaxed, trigonal planar CH3 radicals), for simplicity.
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Appendix A: TDHF solutions to the SF block for minimal basis H2
It is possible to analytically show that the TDHF excitation energies for the spin-flipping
MS = ±1 block is zero for minimal basis H2. We follow the treatment in Ref 37 and denote
the RHF spatial orbitals as φ1 and φ2 (which are normalized symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations of the atomic orbitals, respectively). These have been referred to as |σ〉 and
|σ∗〉 earlier in the text, but have been relabelled for consistency with Ref 37. The occupied
α and β spatial orbitals are consequently:
φα1 = φ1 cos θ + φ2 sin θ (A1)
φβ1 = φ1 cos θ − φ2 sin θ (A2)
and the virtuals are similarly:
φα2 = φ2 cos θ − φ1 sin θ (A3)
φβ2 = φ2 cos θ + φ1 sin θ (A4)
θ = 0 before the CF point (yielding the RHF solution) and goes to
pi
4
in the dissociation
limit.
Since there is only one occupied and one virtual orbital in both spin subspaces, the A
and B matrices in the spin flip block are simply scalars. Mathematically, it implies:
Aαβ,αβ =
(
β2 − α1
)
+ 〈α1α1|β2β2〉 − 〈α1β2|α1β2〉 (A5)
Aβα,βα = Aαβ,αβ (From spatial symmetry) (A6)
Bαβ,βα = 〈α1α2|β2β1〉 − 〈α1β2|α2β1〉 = Bβα,αβ (A7)
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However, the two electron integrals 〈α1α1|β2β2〉 and 〈α1α2|β2β1〉 are zero, as the electron-
repulsion term of the matrix element has no spin-component, and so the spin parts integrate
to zero.
Let us furthermore denote matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the RHF basis (as in
Ref 37), which gives us one electron matrix elements h11 and h22 and two electron matrix
elements 〈11|11〉 = J11 (self-repulsion in orbital φ1), 〈22|22〉 = J22 (self-repulsion in orbital
φ2), 〈12|12〉 = J12 (repulsion between orbitals φ1 and φ2) and 〈12|21〉 = K12 (exchange
interaction between orbitals φ1 and φ2). Other terms like h12 or 〈11|12〉 cancel out during
the simplification and do not enter the picture.
With this notation, we have:
Bαβ,βα = (J11 + J22 − 2J12) cos2 θ sin2 θ − cos2 2θK12 (A8)
Aαβ,αβ = cos 2θ (h22 − h11)− cos4 θJ11 − sin4 θJ22 +
(
cos4 θ + sin4 θ
)
J12 − cos2 2θK12
(A9)
= cos 2θ (h22 − h11)− cos2 θ cos 2θJ11 − cos2 θ sin2 θJ11 + sin2 θ cos 2θJ22 − sin2 θ cos2 θJ22
+ cos2 2θJ12 + 2 sin
2 θ cos2 θJ12 − cos2 2θK12 (A10)
= cos 2θ
(
h22 − h11 − cos2 θJ11 + sin2 θJ22 + cos 2θJ12 − 2 cos 2θK12
)
− cos2 θ sin2 θJ11 − sin2 θ cos2 θJ22 + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θJ12 + cos2 2θK12 (A11)
However, the spin-polarized UHF solution satisfies h22 − h11 − cos2 θJ11 + sin2 θJ22 +
cos 2θJ12 − 2 cos 2θK12 = 0 (Eqn. 3.374 in Ref 37), leading to:
Aαβ,αβ = − cos2 θ sin2 θJ11 − sin2 θ cos2 θJ22 + 2 sin2 θ cos2 θJ12 + cos2 2θK12 = −Bαβ,βα
(A12)
The eigenvalues of Aαβ,αβ are the CIS excitations energies ωCIS within the SF block.
Consequently, Eqn. 14 simplifies to: ωCIS −ωCIS
−ωCIS ωCIS
X
Y
 = ωTDHF
1 0
0 −1
X
Y
 (A13)
=⇒
ωCIS −ωCIS
ωCIS −ωCIS
X
Y
 = ωTDHF
X
Y
 (A14)
whose only eigenvalue is 0, corresponding to the
1
1
 eigenvector. Therefore, the TDHF
27
excitation energies within the SF block are zero beyond the CF point, which is consistent
with numerical observation.
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